OBSTACLE REPORT
Observer(s):_______________________

Do not draw on diagram, except to clarify comments (if required).

Entry # or description

Obstacle #____

List the order of gates passed here-->

Red Dot

COMMENTS:

Time of day-->

 continued over...

DRIVING PENALTIES (Check the box and describe above).
1. Starting before passing through “In” gate ....... 965.2.1  ______ (E)
2. Course: wrong - omits a gate or passes
out of order or in wrong direction and
does not correct before the “Out” gate ........... 965.2.3 .  ______ (E)
3. Course: corrected - wrong course, but
makes correction from the point of error ........ 965.2.4 .  _____ (20)
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dismounting: grooms, each time, both feet .... 965.3.1 . 
Dismounting: athlete, each time, both feet ..... 965.3.3 . 
Dismounting & carriage turnover .................... 964.7.4 . 
Not remounted by 30m after obstacle ............ 965.3.2 . 

______ (5)
_____ (20)
______ (E)
______ (5)

8. Knockdowns: marker dislodged ...................... 961.5.5 .  ______ (2)
9. Knockdowns: held by driver or groom ........... 961.5.6 .  _____ (10)
10. Placing both feet on an obstacle element ........ 965.3.5 .  ______ (5)
11. Groom handling whip/reins/brake ................... 943.2.6 .  _____ (20)
12. Groom leading a horse through obstacle ......... 965.3.6  _____ (25)
13. Disconnecting and leading any horse
through any part of the obstacle ..................... 965.4 ....  ______ (E)
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Failing to stop: leg over leadbar, pole, shaft ... 965.6.2  ______ (E)
Failing to stop: leg over trace .......................... 965.6.3  _____ (30)
Exceeding 5 minutes in the obstacle ................ 965.7.3 .  ______ (E)
Outside assistance - (record details) ............... 945.2 ....  _______(E)
Whip (driver use only) / (not in hand) ............ 964.1 ....  _____ (20)
Deviation from course per occurrence ............ 964.3.1 .  _____ (10)
Incorrect pace (>5 seconds) - total sec____ ... 964.4  ____ (1/5 sec)
Stop on course (no reason) - total sec____ .... 964.6 ____ (1/10 sec)
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Total Time In Obstacle

Min.

Seconds

Record time exactly from stop watch in
minutes and decimal seconds, do not round.

----Total Driving Penalties...
Breaks of Pace...............

:

(total time if 5 seconds exceeded)

Hold-up before obstacle..
(in whole minutes only)

On Course Penalties.......
__________________

: 00

